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We are confident to recognise and recommend Marco Ghioni for the role of Sports Medical 
Coach. During the past winter season 2021/2022, the Argentinian Snowboard and Freeski Teams 
had the opportunity to know Marco in Livigno and worked together frequently between January 
2022 and March 2022. 


After knowing Marco ‘s experience in the diving scenario, we feel a great opportunity to invite him 
to the team, where he shown us different techniques and treatments that could helps our athletes 
to recover after the freestyle technical trainings in the Snowpark. In our action sport, the athletes 
are used to receive constant impact during training, and it is usual to have muscles fatigue, 
contractors or pains. 


In these sense, we organise sessions where Marco bring his medical and sports knowledge for 
the specific treatment to the athlete depending of each personal necessity. Marco always had a 
fast and effective eye to find body solutions and with exercises that he teaches with 
determination, respect and profesional manner to our coaches and athletes.


Also, he was bringed a hole bunch of dynamic techniques for the warms up and stretching parts 
of the trainings, where the flexibility gain range and the general body benefits was a common 
feeling for the hole members of the Team, helping us to improve our specifics freestyle 
performances day by day.


The Argentina Freestyle Team, feels grateful in these experience working with Marco Ghioni and 
we fully recommend to give him a place on working for you and being part of your sport team, as 
he showed great potencial and power skills for the development of the medical, physio and 
othopedical area of any sport team structure.
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